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3.

because, as a result, therefore, consequently

The two most popular aerobic exercises are jogging and swimming. The latter is more

enthusiastically recommended because it avoids the trauma to the legs and spine of jogging and

utilizes the arms and chest muscles as well as the legs. It is done with the help, or buoyancy ( ),

of water. The gravatitional force on your joints is not nearly so great as when standing out of water.

Your weight in the water (with only your head and neck exposed) is only one-tenth what it is out of

water.

Since the water, and not your body, bears much of your weight, swimming is an excellent

exercise for those suffering from arthritis. At the same time the buoyancy also spares your knees,

ankles, and lower back from the constant pounding associated with jogging. In fact swimming is

often prescibed for those people who have suffered from joint injuries caused by other sports or

exercise activities. It strengthens the muscles of your abdomen and has been prescribed as the one

exercise program for those with chronic back problems.

1. Which statement best describes the main idea of the passage?

A. The two most popular aerobic exercises are jogging and swimming.

B. Jogging is better than swimming.

C. Swimming is more popular than jogging.

D. Swimming is recommended over jogging.

2. The writing pattern most used in this passage is ______.

A. definition B. comparison and contrast

C. cause and effect D. both B and C



Read carefully the following passage and the explanations.

How to Read a Book

Passage

It is simple enough to say1 that since

books have classesÑfiction, biography,

poetryÑwe should separate them and take

from each what it is right. Yet2 few people

ask from books what books can give us. Most

commonly3 we come to books with blurred

and divided minds, asking of fiction that it

shall be true, of poetry that it shall be false,

of biography that it shall be flattering, of

history that it shall enforce our own

prejudices. If we could4 banish ( ) all

such preconceptions ( ) when we read,

that would be an admirable beginning. Do

not dictate to your author; try to become

him.5 Be his fellow worker and accomplice.

If you hang back, and reserve and criticize at

first, you are preventing yourself from getting

the fullest possible value from what you read.

But6 if you open your mind as wide as

possible, then signs and hints of almost

imperceptible fineness, from the twist and

turn of the first sentences, will bring you into

the presence of a human being unlike any

other. Steep yourself in this, acquaint

yourself with this, and soon you will find that

your author is giving you, or attempting to

Explanations

1simple enough

It is easier said than done

2yet

3 commonly simple

4

preconception

5

6But

4
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give you something far more definite. The

thirty-two chapters of a novel7 Ñif we

consider how to read a novel firstÑare an

attempt to make something as formed and

controlled as a building: but are more

impalpable ( ) than bricks; reading

is a longer and more complicated process

than seeing. Perhaps8 the quickest way to

understand the elements of what a novelist is

doing is not to read, but to write; to make

your own experiment with the dangers and

difficulties of words. Recall, then, some

event that has left a distinct impression on

youÑhow at the corner of the street,

perhaps9, you passed two people talking. A

tree shook; an electric light danced; the tone of

the talk was comic but also tragic; a whole

vision, an entire conception, seemed contained

at that moment.

To read a novel is a difficult and complex

art.J You must be capable not only of great

finesse of perception, but of great boldness of

imagination if you are going to make use of

all that the novelistÑthe great artistÑgives

you.K

7

32

8perhaps

9 perhaps for

example for instance.

J

K
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Read the following passage and answer the questions.

My First Article1

Passage

When I was sixteen I was already

writing articles and offering them to any kind

of editor whose address I could discover.1

These articles were of two kinds. The first2,

which I signed portentously ( ) ÒJ.

Boynton PriestleyÓ, were serious, very serious

indeed, and were full of words like

Òrenaissance3Ó and Òsignificance3Ó and

Òaftermath ( )3Ó, and suggested that their

author was about a hundred and fifty years

old. And nobody wanted them. They could

not be given away. No editor had a body of

readers old enough for such articles. The

other kind were skits ( ) and

burlesques ( ) and general

funny work, written from the grimly

determined humorous standpoint of the

school magazine4. One of these was accepted,

printed and paid for by a London humorous

weekly. I had arrived.5(And my father, not to

be found wanting on such an occasion,

presented me with one of his four-penny

cigars, with which, as I fancy he guessed, I

had been secretly experimenting for some

months.) The issue of the weekly containing

my article burst upon the world. Riding inside

a tram ( ) from Duckworth Lane to

Questions

1

2 first

3 renaissance

significance aftermath

4 the school magazine

5
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Godwin Street, Bradford, I saw a middle-aged

woman opening this very copy of the weekly,

little knowing, as Imade haste6to tell myself,

that one of its group of brilliant contributors

was not two yards away. I watched her turn

the pages. She came to the page7; she hesitated;

she stopped, she began to read my article.

AhÑwhat delight! But mine, of course, not

hers. And not mine for long, not more than a

second, for then there settled on her face an

expression I have noticed ten thousand times

since, and have for years now tried not to

noticeÑthe typical expression of the reader,

the audience, the customer, the patron. How

shall I describe this curious look? There is in

it a kind of innocenceÑand otherwise I think

I would have stopped writing years agoÑbut

mixed with this admirable innocence is a

flavoring of wariness ( ), perhaps a touch

of suspicion itself. ÒWell, what have we

here?8Ó It inquires dubiously. And then the

proud and smirking ( ) Poet and

Makerfalls ten thousand feet into dubiety (

). So ever since that tram ride I have never9

caught a glimpse of the reader, the audience,

the customer, the patron, without instantly

trying to wedge myself into the rocks of

doubt. As I do this, there is the flash of a blue

wingJÑand the bird of delight has flown.

6 made haste

7 the page

8

9never without

J bluebird a blue wing
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1. An English Language Class

This Is Just to Say

I have eaten 

the plums

that were in 

the icebox

and which

you were probably 

saving 

for breakfast.

Forgive me 

they were delicious

so sweet and 

so cold.

1When students enter the classroom, this poem is already on the board. They sit in a semicircle,

quietly reading. Astudent teacher sits among them. ÒIs this a poem?Ó a student asks. ÒSome people

think this is a lovely poem,Ó responds the teacher, Òbut others donÕt think it is a poem at all.Ó ÒYes,

my roommate says all poetry must rhyme,Ó offers a Brazilian student. ÒIt looks like haiku ( ),Ó

observes a Japanese student approvingly. ÒWhat is the poem about?Ó asks another student. ÒThis is

the question,Ó the instructor agrees. She reads the poem aloud slowly. 
2There is silence. As the teacher wonders whether to repeat the question, the student from Kuwait

offers, ÒThis is a note.Ó ÒIt looks like a poem,Ó says another student. ÒBut it sounds like a note,Ó the

Kuwaiti explains.
3Again there is silence. ÒBut a poem is never what it seems,Ó contributes the student from

Thailand. Many heads nod. ÒHidden meaning,Ó whispers one student to herself. She smiles at the

teacher. Several students repeat, ÒHidden meaning.Ó
4Students are silent as they repeat the poem looking for something beneath the obvious. ÒIt looks

like a note,Ó agrees the student from Mexico. ÒThe person is sorry he ate the plums. The person

writes, ÔForgive me.ÕÓ ÒÔForgive meÕseems too polite. Do you say Ôforgive meÕ?Ó asks the Egyptian

student to the teacher. ÒIt is somewhat formal or serious,Ó the instructor agrees.
5Suddenly the student from Argentina is animated, ÒThis is a letter.Ó ÒWhy does it not say ÔDear
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WilliamÕ?Ó ÒThis is not a letter; it is a note,Ó counters one of his classmates. ÒYes?Ó he is not

persuaded. ÒWell, maybe the person knows the other person very well,Ó explains his classmate.

ÒThey live in the same house,Ó contributes a student from Saudi Arabia. ÒMaybe they are sisters,Ó

offers a Japanese student. ÒNo, they are husband and wife, or lovers,Ó counters the German.

ÒMaybe brothers,Ó offers another. Eyes turn toward the instructor, hoping for mediation. ÒBut what

is the poem about?Ó she asks once again. ÒHidden meaning,Ó repeats a student.
6There is silence again as the students reread the poem to themselves. They begin to look

carefully at the language. ÒThis word ÔjustÕ, does it mean ÔonlyÕ?Ó the Chinese student has turned to

the student teacher sitting nearby. She wants some confirmation from a native speaker. ÒIÕve been

thinking about this, too,Ó he responds with a twinkle in his eye. ÒWhen people say ÔjustÕto me, I

think they mean just the opposite: like when a salesperson says to me, ÔI donÕt mean to say that

youÕre fat, I just think you should try a larger size!ÕÓ Everyone laughs. Class members suspend

their concentration as they take a few moments to shift in their seats.
7The Egyptian student brings the class back into focus, ÒSo this is not just a note?Ó ÒIt asks for

forgiveness,Ó says another student, ÒHe ate the plums, he says, ÔForgive me.ÕÓ ÒBut the person will

not be angry, really,Ó a Saudi Arabian student observes. ÒMaybe he just wants to say the plums are

wonderful,Ó adds his Mexican classmate. ÒThe person is not angry, so he just says thank you for the

delicious plums.Ó
8ÒI think it is a love letter,Ó the German student proposes. Other students begin to agree. ÒThe

writer shares a delicious experience,Ó offers the Kuwaiti student. ÒIt is just between two sisters who

live together,Ó volunteers a Japanese student. ÒTwo sisters cannot write a love letter,Ó the German

student responds. ÒYes they can,Ó chorus the Thai and Japanese students. The bell rings.

I. Choose the best answer for each question below.
1.Which of the following best states the authorÕs purpose of writing this article?

A. To show a piece of writing that is extremely mysterious.

B. To fully reveal the hidden meaning of a piece of writing.

C. To show that a piece of writing can sometimes be interpreted differently.

D. To show that the international students are quite active in class.

2.What is implied by the Brazilian student about the poem in paragraph 1?

A. He considers it a poem. B. He considers it not a poem.

C. His roommate considers it a poem. D. His roommate considers it not a poem.

3.Which of the following is the closest in meaning to ÒcounterÓ (Line 2, Para. 5)?

A. oppose B. respond C. defeat D. approve

4.Based on the salespersonÕs words in paragraph 6, what is the meaning of ÒjustÓ?

A. It means ÒonlyÓ. B. It means ÒexactlyÓ.

C. It means the opposite. D. It means ÒequallyÓ.

5.According to the passage, what does the Thai student think of the relationship between the

person who writes and the person who receives This Is Just to Say?

A. Husband and wife. B. Two people sharing the same house.

C. Two brothers. D. Two sisters.
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II. Answer the following questions briefly.
1. The text entitled This Is Just to Saycan be interpreted multi-dimensionally. How do you

interpret it? Explain why.

2.Where do the Mexican student and the Egyptian student differ in their interpretations?  

3. What do you think of the instructorÕs way of teaching English literature?

2. Another Obscure Nobel Prize Literature Winner

1Once again, the Swedish Academy has selected a virtual unknown as its 2009 Nobel laureate (

) in literature, Romanian-born German novelist/poet Herta M�ller. ÒHerta, who?Ó you ask.

YouÕre not alone. M�ller is a writer who ranked far, far down the list at the bookmakers (at least

until the last few days, when she became a virtual co-favorite with Amos Oz, as Michael Orthofer

at the Literary Saloon noted). Only a handful of her books have been translated into English, and

most of those appear to be semi-autobiographical novels about erudite ( ) young women of

German origin who grew up in, and struggled against, the now-fallen Communist regime in late-

20th-century Romania.
2 The books themselves sound, um, daunting ( ). Take The Appointment, a 1997 novel

that was published in the US in 2001 (and seems to be the most recent M�ller work to appear in

English). ÒThe Appointmentis more a test of endurance than pleasure,Ó Peter Filkins wrote in his

review in The New York Times, adding that itÕs Òthe kind of novel you might be glad you finished,

but sorry that you started, no matter the bleak complexity within itÓ. Kind of makes you want to

click over to Amazon right about now and order a copy for rush delivery, doesnÕt it?
3I am, admittedly, a myopic ( ) American whoÕs poorly read in non-English-language

literature (and only spottily read in English-language classics for that matter). But does the Nobel

imprimatur ( ) really compel me to pore ( ) through the works of M�llerÑor previous

yearÕs comparably unfamiliar laureate, Jean-Marie Gustave Le Cl�zio? I think not. The Nobel ranks

are cluttered with writers whoÕve sunk into obscurity and irrelevance, sometimes deservedly so. Do

Swedes still read the work of 1916 laureate Verner von Heidenstam? Does anyone think 1938

winner Pearl Buck was one of the top 100 writers of the 20th century? 
4At its best, the Nobel Prize shines a spotlight on a truly great writerÑand sometimes the

literature of an entire nationÑthatÕs unfamiliar to readers outside of the writerÕs country. It

challenges us to think (and read) outside our America-centric comfort zone. Without the Nobel, for

instance, I would never have discovered the witty and insightful poetry of PolandÕs 1996 laureate

Wislawa Szymborska. And the 2006 Nobel for TurkeyÕs Orhan Pamuk cemented his growing status

as a lit phenom ( ) (which had been building since the 2004 US publication of his novel

Snow).
5But what do you think? Do prizes like the Nobel matter when you decide to read a book? Are
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you tempted to check out Herta M�ller? Do works in translation seem too off-putting (

), like a book-length game of telephone? 

I. Choose the best answer for each question or statement below.
1.Which of the following is NOTthe reason why M�ller is a virtual unknown?

A. She is a Romanian-born German novelist/poet.

B. She is ranked far, far down the list at the bookmakers.

C. She became a co-favorite with Amos Oz not long before she was selected the 2009 Nobel

laureate in literature.

D. Only a handful of her books have been translated into English.

2.By Òmore a test of endurance than pleasureÓ (Line 3, Para. 2), Peter Filkins means that

______. 

A. The Appointmentoffers no pleasure

B. The Appointmentis a book worth reading

C.The Appointment will endure with the passage of time

D. readers will find it difficult to carry on reading The Appointment

3.In paragraph 3, which is NOTimplied by the author about Nobel laureates?

A. Many are top 100 writers of the 20th century.

B. Some are unfamiliar to Americans.

C. Many have become obscure and irrelevant.

D. Some are no longer read by Swedes.

4.According to paragraph 4, what is the significance of the Nobel Prize?

A. It selects the best writer in the world.

B. It enables the readers outside of the writerÕs country to get familiar with them.

C. It discovers the most witty and insightful poetry of Poland.

D. It brings fame to those unfamiliar writers.

5.Which of the following is the closest in meaning to the word ÒcementedÓ (Line 5, Para. 4)?

A. covered B. established C. joined D. attached

II. Match the following Nobel laureates in literature (Column A) with the
years in which the honor was given (Column B).

Column A

1. Pearl Buck

2. Wislawa Szymborska

3. Orhan Pamuk

4. Herta M�ller

5. Jean-Marie Gustave Le Cl�zio

6. Verner von Heidenstam

Column B

A. 2009

B. 1916

C. 2008

D. 1938

E. 2006

F. 1996
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3. The Race Beat

1This is the story of how America awakened to its race problem, of how a nation that longed for

unity after World War II came instead to see, hear, and learn about the shocking indignities and

injustices of racial segregation in the SouthÑand the brutality used to enforce it. 

2It is the story of how the nationÕs press, after decades of ignoring the problem, came to recognize

the importance of the civil rights struggle and turned it into the most significant domestic news

event of the twentieth century.

3Drawing on private correspondence, notes from secret meetings, unpublished articles, and

interviews, veteran journalists Gene Roberts and Hank Klibanoff go behind the headlines and

datelines to show how a dedicated cadre of newsmenÑfirst black reporters, then liberal Southern

editors, then reporters and photographers from the national press and the broadcast mediaÑ

revealed to a nation its most shameful shortcomings and propelled its citizens to act. 

4We watch the black press move bravely into the front row of the confrontation, only to be

attacked and kept away from the action. Following the Supreme CourtÕs 1954 decision of striking

down school segregation and the SouthÕs mobilization against it, we see a growing number of white

reporters venture South to cover the Emmett Till murder trial, the Montgomery bus boycott, and the

integration of the University of Alabama. 

5We witness some Southern editors joining the call for massive resistance and working with

segregationist organizations to thwart ( ) compliance ( ). But we also see a handful of other

Southern editors write forcefully and daringly for obedience to federal mandates ( ), signaling

to the nation that moderate forces were prepared to push the region into the mainstream.

6The pace quickens in Little Rock, where reporters test the boundaries of journalistic integrity,

then gain momentum as they cover shuttered schools in Virginia, sit-ins in North Carolina, mob-led

riots in Mississippi, Freedom Ride buses being set afire, fire hoses ( ) and dogs in

Birmingham, and long, tense marches through the rural South. 

7For many journalists, the conditions they found, the fear they felt, and the violence they saw

were transforming. Their growing disgust matched the mounting countrywide outrage as The New

York Times, Newsweek, and other major news organizations, many of them headed by southerners,

turned a regional story into a national drama.

8Meticulously ( ) researched and vividly rendered, The Race Beatis an unprecedented

account of one of the most volatile ( ) periods in our nationÕs history, as told by those

who covered it.

I. Choose the best answer for each question below.

1.According to the author, which is NOTthe purpose of The Race Beat?

A. To describe a nation that longed for unity.
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B. To reveal the indignities and injustices of racial segregation.

C. To disclose the brutality used to enforce racial segregation.

D. To show the importance of the civil rights struggle.

2.Which of the following is NOTthe information source of the book?

A. Private correspondence. B. Notes from secret meetings.

C. Unpublished articles. D. Veteran journalistsÕreport.

3.Which of the following is the closest in meaning to ÒcoverÓ (Line 4, Para. 4)?

A. hide B. report on C. pay for D. protect

4.According to the passage, what have the Southern editors been doing against racial

segregation?

A. Joining the massive resistance.

B. Working with segregational organizations to thwart compliance.

C. Writing forcefully and daringly for obedience to federal mandates.

D. Aand B.

5.According to the passage, what is the theme of The Race Beat?

A. The boundaries of journalistic integrity.

B. An account of the most unstable period of national history.

C. News reports about racial segregation.

D. Aregional story of the South.

II. Complete the card below with the information from the passage.

Title of the book:1. _____________________

Author(s):2. _______________________ and 3. _____________________

Identity of the author(s):4. _____________________

The majorissue concerned:5. ________________________

Purpose of the book:

to 6. ______________________________ and to 7. __________________________

The function of the book:

for the nation: 8. _______________________________________________________

for the nationÕs press: 9. _________________________________________________
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4. Hemingway’s Style

1As a novelist, Ernest Hemingway is often assigned a place among the writers of Òthe Lost

GenerationÓ, along with William Faulkner, F. Scott Fitzgerald, John Dos Passos and Sinclair Lewis.

These writers, including Ernest Hemingway, tried to show the loss the First World War had caused

in the social, moral and psychological spheres of human life. They also reveal the horror, the fear

and the futility ( ) of human existence. True, Hemingway has echoed the longings and

frustrations that are typical of these writers, but his works are distinctly different from theirs in his

philosophy of life. In his novels a metaphysical ( ) interest in man and his relation to

nature can be discerned.

2Hemingway has been remembered by the individuality of his style. Short and solid sentences,

delightful dialogues, and a painstaking hunt for an apt word or phrase to express the exact truth, are

the distinguishing features of his style. He evokes an emotional awareness in the reader by a highly

selective use of suggestive pictorial ( ) detail, and has done for prose what T. S. Eliot has

done for poetry. In his accurate rendering of sensuous experience, Hemingway is a realist. As he

himself has stated in Death in the Afternoon, his main concern was Òto put down what really

happened in action; what the actual things were that produced the emotion you experiencedÓ. This

surface realism of his works often tends to obscure the ultimate aim of his fiction. This has often

resulted in the charge that there is a lack of moral vision in his novels. Leon Edel has attacked

Hemingway for his Òlack of substanceÓ as he called it. According to him, HemingwayÕs fiction is

deficient in serious subject matter. It is a world of superficial action and almost wholly without

reflectionÑsuch reflection as there is tends to be on a rather crude and simplified level.

3But such a casual dismissal as this, presenting Hemingway as a writer without Òhigh

seriousnessÓ, is not justified. Though Hemingway is apparently a realist who has a preference for

physical action, he is essentially a philosophical writer. His works should be read and interpreted in

the light of his famous Òiceberg theoryÓ: the dignity of the movement of an iceberg is due to only

one-eighth of it being above the water. This statement throws light on the symbolic implications of

his art. He makes use of physical action to provide a symbolical interpretation of the nature of

manÕs existence. It can be convincingly proved that while representing human life through fictional

forms, he has consistently set man against the background of his world and universe to examine the

human situation from various points of view.

I. Choose the best answer for each question or statement below.

1.According to the passage, who seems to differ most greatly from Ernest Hemingway?

A. F. Scott Fitzgerald. B. Sinlcair Lewis.

C. T. S. Eliot. D. Leon Edel.
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2.Hemingway can be singled out from the writers of Òthe Lost GenerationÓ for ______.

A. showing the loss in social, moral and psychological aspects of human life

B. the distinctive philosophy of life in his works

C. the longings and frustrations in his works

D. revealing the horror, the fear and the futility of human existence

3.What is implied in HemingwayÕs statement in Death in the Afternoonthat his main concern

was Òto put down what really happened in action; what the actual things were that produced

the emotion you experiencedÓ? (Lines 6Ð7, Para. 2)

A. The physical actions are the sole important thing in his writing.

B. The moral vision is not HemingwayÕs concern.

C. Aphilosophy of life needs to be drawn from the physical actions.

D. There is no ultimate aim of HemingwayÕs fiction.

4.Which of the following is the closest in meaning to ÒchargeÓ (Line 9, Para. 2)?

A. criticism B. supervision C. command D. instruction

5.Which of the following is true according to HemingwayÕs famous Òiceberg theoryÓ?

A. The seven-eighths of an iceberg underwater determines its movement.

B. It is a theory that prefers the physical action to the philosophy of life.

C. An interpretation of the meaning of actions will lead to the nature of manÕs existence.

D. The mere purpose of a novel is to represent human life through fictional forms.

II. Check ( ) the statements that indicate the individuality of Hemingway’s

style.

______1. His writing shows the loss caused by the First World War.

______2. His writing takes the longings and frustrations as the content.

______3. His writing contains a distinctly different philosophy of life.

______4. The sentences are short and solid.

______5. His writing is made up of delightful dialogues.

______6. The truth is expressed via a painstaking choice of words.

______7. The use of suggestive pictorial detail is highly selective.

______8. He is a realist in rendering sensuous experience.

______9. There is a lack of moral vision.

______10. He is a writer without Òhigh seriousnessÓ.

______11. He has a preference for physical action.

______12. His novels are essentially philosophical.

______13. The ultimate aim of his fiction is seldom obscured.
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Skim and scan the given passage to answer the following questions.
Some multiple choice questions may have more than one answer.

1.Except for only a few references to London, most of the Shakespearean comedies and tragedies

are set in ____________________.

2.The rapid expansion of population in London within the 50 years before ElizabethÕs death was

due to ____________________.

3.Which of the following description of London at the time of ElizabethÕs death is NOTcorrect?

A. Acity of wealth and spectacle. B. Adirty, disease-ridden metropolis.

C. Acity well-equipped with sewage systems. D. Acity periodically haunted by the plague.

4. From as early as 1567, a substantial playhouse was established as a venue for traveling players,

and it was converted from ____________________.

5.During the last two decades of the 16th century, ______________became the location of

famous playhouses of Elizabethan times, such as the Rose and the Globe.

6.For over a hundred years, Westminster, with its palace and the Abbey, had been the _____.

A. economic centre B. political centre

C. cultural centre D. educational centre

E. administrative centre

7.Despite King James IÕs lack of enthusiasm for the theatre, ShakespeareÕs company was granted

________________several weeks after James I was proclaimed king.

8.In 1604, Shakespeare and other members of the KingÕs Men were given the title ________

____________.

9.According to the author, direct references to Elizabeth can not only be seen in plays, including

Henry V, Henry VIII, and AMidsummer NightÕs Dream, but also in ____________________.
10.Although the wickedness and corruption of earlier times and the folly of individuals are
depicted in his play, Shakespeare seldom employs ____________________on the court.

Shakespeare’s London: 
The City and the Court

1 London plays a central role in ShakespeareÕs history plays. The comedies and tragedies are set
mostly in imaginary or distant foreign lands, and contain only a handful of references, including
Twelfth NightÕs acknowledgement of an inn called the Elephant Òin the south suburbsÓ. Yet London
was where the playwright spent almost all of his working life. His world was the mercantile (

The accuracy rate of your comprehension: ________%

Time your reading.
Start time: ________________
Finish time: _______________
Your reading rate: _____ wpm.
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) city and the related but separate royal court at Westminster two miles or so up the river. London
provided his audiences, his livelihood and his daily environment.
ACity of Wealth and Spectacle
2 London at the time of ElizabethÕs death in 1603 was a thriving commercial metropolis, with an
estimated population of 140,000 or more inside its medieval walls. The figure just fifty years before
is thought to have been only 50,000, immigrationÑboth from other parts of England and from
abroadÑaccounting for the rapid expansion. With these numbers, London was the equal of the
other leading European cities, such as Paris and Naples. It was also far larger than any other
English city, the nearest rival being Norwich with only some 15,000 inhabitants.
3 The city walls with their ten gates enclosed the city itself, an area of about two square miles with
a civic structure largely autonomous from the Crown. Alord mayor, elected annually, presided over
an administrative corporation dominated by the guilds ( ) or livery companies ( ) into
which the mercantile classes had been organized for centuries. 
4 London was unquestionably a city of wealth and spectacle, but it was also a dirty, disease-ridden
metropolis, with inadequate light and air thanks to the increasing numbers of tenement ( )
blocks built with upper stories jutting out ( ) over the street. The cityÕs grossly inadequate
system of sewers deposited only a small part of the populationÕs waste into the Thames. Periodic
visitations of the plague were one of the more serious consequences. Nonetheless, it was the river,
crossed by London Bridge and by hundreds of rowing boats available for hire, which was the centre
of the cityÕs life. 
LondonÕs Playhouses
5 From as early as 1567, at least one substantial playhouseÑJohn BrayneÕs Red Lion, a converted
farmhouse just outside the city walls, in WhitechapelÑwas established as a venue for travelling
players. Brayne was also a partner, along with James Burbage, in LondonÕs second public
playhouse, known as the Theatre, about half a mile outside the city, and the following year another
playhouse, called the Curtain, was constructed nearby. 
6 The Theatre and the Curtain were outside the jurisdiction of the lord mayor and the corporation,
an example followed by later playhouses including the Rose, completed in 1587. The Rose was
located on Bankside in Southwark, on the south side of the river where the cityÕs claimed control
was disputed and ineffective. Southwark was also the location after 1599 of the most famous of the
Elizabethan theatres, the Globe, the frame of which was taken from the materials of the Theatre
after its closure. Asecond Globe was built on the foundations of the earlier theatre after the original
burnt down in a fire which started during a performance of Shakespeare and FletcherÕs Henry VIII.
7 ÒSouthwark,Ó according to Peter Thomson, Òhad, for centuries, been known as the resort of
criminals and prostitutes. The brothels ( ), or ÔstewsÕ, so called because of the vapor baths
through which clients tried to steam themselves free of venereal ( ) disease, had been officially
suppressed in 1546, but they had soon reestablished themselves in the liberties and manors ( ) of
the Bankside. When Philip Henslowe, the prime mover in the playhouse project, took out his lease on
the Rose, it was a brothel.Ó And indeed ÒRoseÓ was a common street name for prostitutes. 
The Court at Westminster
8 For more than a century, WestminsterÑwith its palace begun at the end of the eleventh century
and the AbbeyÑhad been the centre of government and administration. In the 1520s Cardinal
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Wolsey had built a mansion which Henry VIII converted into the palace. Amongst the grandest of
the rooms in this complex were the Great Chamber and the Hall, and alongside them was the
Banqueting House. 
9 Plays and masques ( ) were mounted in these rooms at Court during the holiday seasons.
ShakespeareÕs company was granted a royal patent a few weeks after James I was proclaimed king
and, as the KingÕs Men, his company would have performed plays from their repertory ( ).
Shakespeare and his colleagues may also have taken roles in the court masques. 
J Although Queen Anne and their children are known to have loved the theatre, JamesI was
unenthusiastic. Shakespeare nonetheless acknowledged his patron on a number of occasions. The
playwright, Anne Barton writes, Òmay have intended Macbethto compliment James as a descendant
of Banquo, the DukeÕs reluctance in Measure for Measureto ÔstageÕhimself to the eyes of the
populace ( ) as a flattering allusion to JamesÕs well-known aversion ( ) to making large-scale
public appearances, and ProsperoÕs renunciation ( ) even of ÔwhiteÕmagic at the end of The
Tempestas a concession to the monarchÕs uncompromising views about necromancy ( )Ó.
Plays and Politics
K Whilst Shakespeare, together with other members of the KingÕs Men, was honoured with the title
ÒGroom of the ChamberÓ in 1604, there is no evidence that the playwright, unlike his contemporary
Ben Jonson, had any direct dealings with James I. The links with ElizabethÑsuch as the story that
she asked Shakespeare to write The Merry Wives of Windsorbecause she wished to see a play about
Falstaff in loveÑare also based more on legend than documentary evidence. There are, however,
clear references to Elizabeth in a number of the plays, including Henry V, Henry VIII, and A
Midsummer NightÕs Dream, as well as in the sonnets.
L One occasion on which ShakespeareÕs company, then known as the Lord ChamberlainÕs Men, are
known to have performed before Elizabeth was February 24, 1601. This was at the QueenÕs express
command and was a consequence of an earlier performance. Just over a fortnight beforehand, the
company had staged a private presentation of ShakespeareÕs drama of the forced overthrow of a
king, Richard II. The audience was composed of supporters of the Earl of Essex who, following a
failed campaign in Ireland, had fallen from ElizabethÕs favor. The next day the discontented Essex
led an armed uprising which ended in farcical ( ) defeat. Essex was thrown in the Tower of
London and executed on February 25. Elizabeth clearly decided that if the company had played to
Essex on the day before his revolt, they could play to her on the day before his death.
M Unlike many of other dramatists of the time, Shakespeare largely avoided satirical commentary
on the court. The history plays depict the wickedness and corruption of earlier times but, despite the
folly of individuals, the royal households in, for example, Cymbelineand The WinterÕs Taleare
depicted in a benign ( ) manner. ÒAs with the city of London in which he lived,Ó Anne
Barton further reflects, ÒShakespeare seems to have been determined in his plays to reflect only
sporadically ( ), and at a distance, the two very different Elizabethan and Jacobean courts
whose patronage he came to enjoy, and to do all this with a lack of social detail or animosity ( )
that was singular in his time.Ó 
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